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Pricing confirmed for the all-new Škoda Superb  
 

› Škoda’s flagship ICE model returns with the fourth generation that offers more space, enhanced 

design and a more efficient powertrain selection  

› New Superb Hatch priced from £34,865 OTR and Superb Estate from £36,165 

› Wider powertrain range: three petrol engines, two diesels and an improved plug-in hybrid with an 

electric range of more than 62 miles (100 km), plus the Superb debuts mild hybrid technology for the 

first time  

› Customers can choose from three trims levels: SE Technology, SE L and Laurin & Klement  

 

Milton Keynes, 14 March 2024 – UK customers hankering after the latest Škoda model don’t have 

to wait much longer, as the all-new Superb is now open for order, with prices starting from £34,865 

OTR for the hatch and £36,165 OTR for the Estate;  first deliveries expected from June 2024.  

 

The all-new Superb boasts a refined design and a new range structure comprising Design Selections 

that offer different interior designs from fabric, to microsuede to leather depending on personal 

style. The trademark sense of space for which the Superb is renowned continues with the car’s 

luggage capacity increasing to 690 litres - an extra 30 litres more than its predecessor, closely 

followed by the hatch which offers 645 litres of space in the boot.  

 

The powertrain selection has increased with the new model, with six different powertrain variants 

available and power outputs ranging from 150 PS to 265 PS. Three petrol engines, including a 1.5 TSI 

now benefiting from mild-hybrid technology, are joined by two diesels. The Superb Estate iV features 

a second-generation plug-in hybrid drive that enables an all-electric range of more than 62 miles as 

well as DC charging. All models come with DSG.  

 

The Superb has established itself as the ultimate car for comfort and provides exceptional space for 

passengers and luggage. The interior features a free-standing infotainment display measuring 13 

inches and a well thought-out centre console with the move of the selector lever to the steering 

column. A head-up display is available as an option for the first time. The Škoda Smart Dials and the 

voice assistant Laura, soon to be complemented by ChatGPT, make light work of controlling 

numerous vehicle and infotainment functions, providing information that goes beyond the car’s 

ecosystem. New elements include 15-watt wireless fast-charging and simultaneous ventilating of a 

smartphone, as well as back-friendly Ergo seats with ten pneumatically controlled massage cushions. 

 

The new Superb has switched to a new production plant in Bratislava, and with a new production 

line comes a new range of colours. There will be two solid and six metallic paints available in the UK, 

with new six colours making their debut: Pure White, Ice Tea Yellow, Midnight Black, Pebble Silver, 

Cobalt Blue and Carmine Red.   
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The dimensions of the all-new Škoda Superb Estate 

 

Length [mm] 4,902 (+40) 

Width [mm] 1,849 (–15) 

Height [mm] 1,482 (+5) 

Wheelbase [mm] 2,841 

Headroom in front seats [mm] 1,049 (+7) 

Headroom in rear seats [mm] 1,008 (+8) 

Luggage capacity [litres] 690 (+30) 

 

Engine and trim combinations  

 

Engine  Power  Torque  Transmission  Drive  

PHEV 

1.5 TSI iV (estate 

only) 

204 PS  350 Nm 6-speed DSG  Front  

etrol 

1.5 TSI mHEV 150 PS  250 Nm 7-speed DSG  Front  

2.0 TSI  204 PS  320 Nm 7-speed DSG Front  

2.0 TSI  265 PS 400 Nm  7-speed DSG  4x4 

Diesel 

2.0 TDI 150 PS  360 Nm  7-speed DSG  Front  

2.0 TDI 193 PS  400 Nm  7-speed DSG  4x4  

 

 

Superb SE Technology – from £34,865 (hatch) and £36,165 (estate) OTR 

The entry-level SE Technology trim comes with an extensive standard specification that includes 17-

inch Mintaka silver alloys, a 13-inch central infotainment display with integrated Sat Nav as well as 

a 10.25-inch Virtual Cockpit. The SE Technology is available with the Loft Design Selection that offers 

fabric upholstery and Gloss Black finishes - customers can upgrade to the Lounge Design Selection 

with the Grey Microsuede interior at an additional cost. For driver comfort, the base model offers 

four-way pneumatic lumbar support and extendable thigh support and both front seats are also 

complimented by heated seats and massage function. 
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There is an array of technology that comes into use when driving such as the Rear View Camera with 

washer, Adaptive Cruise Control with Speed Assist, Lane Assist Plus, Traffic Jam Assist and Traffic 

Sign Recognition. There are eight airbags and Keyless start/stop.  The SE Technology has wireless 

mobile charging of speeds up to 15 W for one smartphone with an in-built cooling function.  

 

Superb SE L – from £38,220 (hatch) and £39,520 (estate) OTR 

Building on the specification of the SE Technology, the SE L trim adds larger 18-inch Dofida silver 

alloy wheels, rear LED lights with animated indicators and two rear fog lights. The new generation 

LED matrix beam headlights deliver a more powerful illumination and include LED daytime running 

lights, Dynamic Range Control and Cornering, Poor Weather Light and an all-weather light mode 

takes over the role of the fog lights. Electrically adjustable, heated, folding and driver side auto-

dimming door mirrors with memory function also feature integrated indicators and logo projection.  

 

The Suite Black Design Selection comes as standard with the SE L model and features a mix of leather 

and artificial leather with grey stitching. The upgraded SE L adds sports comfort seats with advanced 

massage function for the front seats. Drivers will also have the convenience of the electrically-

operated boot with Virtual Pedal, and the Estate model adds the new simply clever feature of the 

Electric Sliding Parcel Shelf.  

 

Superb Laurin & Klement (L&K) – from £46,100 (hatch) and £47,400 (estate)  

The flagship model in the new Superb range, the Laurin & Klement, features 18-inch Belatrix aero 

anthracite alloy wheels and the exterior is enhanced with the dark chrome grille surround and rib 

elements as well as a rear diffuser strip in the same dark chrome material. Inside the range-topping 

L&K, the customer can choose either L&K Suite Black with black leather interior or the L&K Suite 

Cognac Design Selection. The cabin is further enhanced by the inclusion of a CANTON sound system 

that generates a superior sound quality, and a two-spoke leather, heated multi-function steering 

wheel with DSG paddles as well as heated rear seats, heated windscreen and heated washer nozzles.  

 

Driving features include Park Assist, Trained Parking and an Area View camera. There are new 

features such as Progressive Dynamic Steering, which automatically increases the steering angle 

when it detects that the driver’s steering response has come too late or is insufficient to avoid a 

collision, and the updated Dynamic Chassis Control Plus that supports an even wider range of 

damping characteristics.  

 

A full database of all-new Superb images and other media assets are available to download at 

www.skodamedia.com. 

- Ends – 
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